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Abstract: The beginning of the 19th century is a huge 

innovation and transformation takes place in industry level and 

dynamic heterogeneous technology markets for sharing of their 

computational needs. The drawing attention on cloud computing 

paradigm enclosed with several techniques, methods in service 

provisioning sector to the client. The demanding flow of different 

hardware requests by heterogeneous clients from different 

organisation empowered an innovative structural technology 

called cloud computing, where the clients in the platform may 

utilise their service requests as “Pay For Use”  structured as 

“Pay As You Use” form.   Now a day’s cloud computing 

functionalities are supported to all grades of clients. The building 

of many applications by heterogeneous I.T organisations 

transforms to the cloud paradigm as it promotes elasticity and 

flexibility of services. 

 

Keywords: Cloud computing, Ranking of Service provider, 

Cloud Broker, Cloud Client, Utilization of resources. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The integration of different networks in an internet with a 

pool of resources shared by the client with the economic 

scale, which delivers the popularity of cloud computing. The 

ability of running an application and accessing without 

readily infrastructure can be worked in cloud computing 

paradigm. The concept of virtualization and provisioning of 

resources dynamically for the client request produces an 

elasticity facility by Cloud Service Provider in cloud 

computing environment. “Pay As You Use”” is a consistent 

dream for the client in utilisation of resources from Cloud 

Service Provider.  

Many software companies hosted their data centres for 

services; they are Amazon, face book, drop box, yahoo, 

Microsoft, Cisco and Google. Due to the use of huge data 

bases implementation procedures of data Analytics, data 

warehousing and mining play a key role in integration of 

different hardware secured network-based topologies which 

create a new pattern for the innovation of cloud computing. 

The parallel execution of different models client server 

model, grid computing model, utility computing model, peer 

to peer model synchronises to the characteristics of cloud 

computing. The widely quoted definitions for cloud 

computing stated by I. Foster is that a pool of resources in 

an internet with the features of scalable, manageable, 

dynamic, delivered on demand, and virtual.  
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The definition of cloud computing by NIST states a pool 

of shared configurable resources rapidly provisioned have  

convenient, and enabled access of network on demand with 

less management.  

The cloud is a virtual interface which provides different 

demanding facilities to the client in a virtualization platform. 

The cloud computing possess different good attributes, 

network access, pooling of resources, on demand service, 

elasticity, and service measuring. Depends upon the client 

service utilisation, the client may enable public cloud, 

private cloud, community cloud, and hybrid cloud.  

The cloud computing Service model has different services 

SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS which fits for the customer demands 

and utilisation of applications. There are some I.T 

organisations which provide cloud based service are yahoo, 

eucalyptus, red Hat cloud, cloud era, ECP, Joyent, zoho, 

globus, Nimbus, open Nebula and reservoir. Windows 

Azure and Amazon elastic beanstalk are the best computing 

services in the current open market. There are many 

supporting tools for cloud computing which reports and 

exhibit the status of different attributes such as response 

time, availability etc., the tools are Zeus, Rightscale, morph. 

The different tools for testing Cloud Computing applications 

are test maker, load UI, soap UI.  

There are different load monitoring and performance 

monitoring applications in cloud computing which gives an 

relevant feedback for the client they are, soasta, monitis, 

cloud lueth, load strom, cloud harmony and intermapper etc. 

There are different simulators available in cloud computing 

platform analysing of test cases on different executing 

applications they are, cloud Sim, cloud analyst, green cloud 

and network cloud Sim. The challenges between high 

performance computing and high throughput computing 

exhibits the transformation to cloud computing in many real 

time areas that are healthcare, cell structure, data Analytics, 

business and consumer applications and satellite and geo 

space applications[8] 
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The above diagram shows that the cloud computing 

paradigm is enabled with much functionality, with different 

deployment models, pool of resources which can be utilized 

by both cloud service providers and cloud clients. The 

characters involved in this paradigm are cloud broker plays 

an intermediate role between cloud client and cloud service 

provider for monitoring of services within the perspective of 

SLA’s and negotiation of services which supports to the 

client and provider. The involvement of auditor was initiated 

by the both parties to check the credibility of services and 

may take support for ranking of cloud service provider. 

Ranking of cloud service provider is a hindrance task for 

client, so that he utilizes the services of cloud broker and 

auditor for judging the correct provider. The providers admit 

the request of services from both cloud broker and auditor to 

check for the credibility of services utilization in an 

economic time bound pattern. 

The paper consists of 5 sections where 1. The 

introduction part gives the precise bunch of information 

about cloud computing. 2. The main objective addressing 

part gives the roadmap of survey 3. The literature survey 

accompanies all the research scripts to the finer point of the 

main objective. 4. The tabular and graphical representation 

of this research survey clearly depicts an idea of the survey 

gives an orientation move narrow towards the main 

objective. 5. The conclusion judges the survey with an 

experience, and opens the output of future applicable 

methods. 6. The Acknowledgment and 7. References of 

papers. 

II. MAIN OBJECTIVE  

Our survey focuses on different research topics narrowing 

in the cloud computing on ranking of Cloud Service 

Provider based on their services. During the survey we 

discuss major issues on ranking the correct service provider 

by basing on quality of service attributes. The goal of the 

survey admits different techniques and their usages as there 

are many number of research scripts encountered for reading 

truly opens the inner logical mind. As cloud computing 

technology was originated from the challenging background 

of HTC and HPC computing, the productivity measures of 

the services utilizing in this paradigm is still lays some 

ambiguity.  

The stack holders in cloud computing are cloud client and 

cloud service provider where, the client request for the 

services to utilize and provider determines his resources to 

client with pay as you use form. As cloud computing is 

enabled with heterogeneous of applications, services, 

infrastructures, protocols, clients and providers the 

measuring of providers credibility is dangling problem. This 

dangling problem was narrowed as a main objective to study 

of different stack holder in cloud computing which identifies 

the ranking concept. Ranking the cloud service provider is 

the main objective which gives the providers credibility and 

support to the client in judging of the correct service 

provider.  

III. LITERATURE SURVEY  

In goggling of this article we came to know some cloud 

service providers which provides some services to the 

clients they are dropbox which gives 2GB free space to the 

million number of users, sugar sync which admits 5gb of 

space, box 5 GB, mega cloud 8GB, mozy 2GB space. The 

other popular cloud service providers which host their 

services to the clients are amazon with 5gb, ubuntu with 

5gb, apple iCloud 5 GB, microsoft skyDrive with 7 GB and 

Google Drive with 5gb.[1] 

The misconceptions prevailing at client side regarding 

judging of cloud service providers services was evaluated by 

cloud Service measurement index consortium with some 

service measurement indexes. SMI attribute are formulated 

under the guidelines of international organisation for 

standardization, where this holds knowledge performance 

indicators for measuring of services. The clients are 

channelized in selection of cloud service providers basing 

on service assurance, security, agility, performance, 

auditable accountability, cost and usefulness.  

The Framework exhibited in this paper deployed in 

selection of quality of service requirements by the client 

from Cloud Service Provider. The character of cloud broker 

was initiated for service monitoring and service cataloguing. 

Infrastructure as a service probes with different attributes 

response time, interoperability, state of sustain, reliability, 

accuracy, adaptability, and cost. The Framework provided in 

this paper provides a Basic support in finding of best cloud 

service providers through rank orientation. [2] 

The research identifies importance of Trust estimation 

and synchronises with service measurement index attributes 

which outputs the hierarchal fuzzy approach to choose 

services from the Cloud Service Provider. Security, agility, 

cost, performance and usability are the five parameters was 

incorporated in this fuzzy approach for ranking of cloud 

Service Provider with hierarchical trust framework [3] 

The involvement of security, reliability, analyses cloud 

Service Provider trustworthiness. Security is one of the pivot 

factors in ranking of Cloud Service Provider. The work in 

this paper touches the greedy approach, collaborative 

filtering approach  taking end user preferences.  

The Framework constructed in this paper with the help of 

cloud broker, who monitors the ranking pattern of cloud 

service providers. The work simulates in requirements 

collection, vulnerabilities identification and ranking of cloud 

service providers on risk based pattern [4] 

Three unique services in cloud computing SaaS PaaS IaaS 

pays and attention to cloud service providers to hold the 

client satisfaction. The research in this paper constructed 

cloud hierarchal engine comparison of cloud Service 

products proposed by different cloud service providers. The 

segmentation of comparison of cloud products using 

hierarchal engine was included in different categories 

implementation, platform assistant, connectivity, 

visualisation, software, hardware, location of resources, 

billing.  

The conduct of security involves safety of data, removal 

of data, monitoring, access control. The service parameters 

are constructed mobility of service, compatibility of service, 

portability of service, dependability of service.  
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The other included features used by cloud taxonomy 

engine are financial aspect, recovery and backup, legal 

supporting aspects. The core of the above defined attributes 

examined for the determination of very low, very high, low, 

medium, and high with some deterministic values. [5] 

Cloud computing model involves majorly with three 

deployment models and the service model with the essential 

characteristics structures the functionalities for the client. 

The research line touches service Discovery in defining of 

functional and non-functional capabilities, applying of k 

means clustering for service descriptions, ontology based on 

artificial intelligence, support to the customer in search of 

services. Broker involvement towards different approaches 

on test bed model, simulation model, architecture model, 

and prototype model used in discovery of services and 

provisioning of services. Cloud broker system connect 

discovery of services and provisioning of services which 

plot the reviews and helps to the client for his service 

requests [6] 

Selecting an optimal service with quality factors always 

represents the reliability and performance of the system. 

Pearson correlation coefficient used in ranking of quality of 

service attributes provided by Cloud Service Provider as 

quality of service is a non-functional attribute. Different 

criteria factors, broker based architecture with heuristic 

algorithms, analytical theoretical process, workload fixation 

describes the quality of service ranking [7] 

The reputation of the cloud service provider tagged with 

service Concerns, quality of service, accountability, 

complaint verifiable towards service level agreement. The 

reputation of services integrates hardware (core processes, 

configurable processor, PCI based interfaces, ram, ROM, 

authenticated key management) software and logs for every 

event of transaction. [9] 

The dimension of discovering exact cloud Service 

Provider for the client is a challenging task. The functional 

requirements are manageable, measurable when the non 

functional requirements attached to the quality of service. 

This paper gives an idea in differentiation of functional and 

non-functional requirements pass on to the different 

specified ontology list of service providers. A value is 

calculated every service provider and finally analytical 

hierarchy process is impacted for ranking [10] 

The client in the cloud computing fully satisfied with 

outcome of product delivered by the Cloud Service Provider 

within the time band and economic scale. Reviewing is a 

methodology may incorporate in cloud computing to initiate 

the quality of services provided by different cloud service 

providers. The methodology of reviewing has some pros and 

cons from customer’s perspective and cloud service 

providers perspective. Demanding situations in technical 

markets quality of service is a reflective point on the 

performance of the system which monitors technology 

levels and their usages. There is research deployed in this 

paper which imports different data sets of review, and 

process the reviews by checking and exact ID of the review, 

scoring of the reviews with some weighted calculation 

model and finally top reviewers or ranked. Finally a model 

is predicted for reviewers scoring and weight age. [11] 

The evolution of cloud services is a hindrance to the 

cloud client as they are promoted by different providers with 

heterogeneous attributes. The workflow in this paper 

exhibits segmenting of cloud services with measurement, 

SLA and ranking of multi criteria methods. In the part of 

judging cloud services related to SLA mediation, cloud 

clients and cloud service providers are involved in cloud 

brokering within the strategic perspective of cloud auditor 

for service ranking. The measurements are carried with 

network simulators by cloud auditors mapping the 

downlink, uplink and latency time. The last evolution 

depicted in this paper, multi-criteria decision methods 

incorporates on the services of the different cloud service 

providers to judge the fine review of rank to the cloud 

service providers. [12] 

SLA's are the backbone for both client and service 

provider. The initiation of SLA's negotiation, SLA's 

termination depends upon the commitments carried between 

client and service provider. Internal auditor and external 

auditor at the two entities involved in ranking of cloud 

service providers about the delivery of services and the 

experiences of client. The incorporation of Fuzzy Logic with 

the decision making principles and mechanisms was used in 

ranking of cloud service providers. The work is carried out 

with 5 criteria factors performance, security, cost reliability, 

and availability. The cloud service providers with their 

internal auditors segments the process of data collection and 

SLA's mappings push it to the decision making zone. The 

external auditors segments the internal auditors data and 

pushed the decision to the decision making zone, where the 

client takes the decision by basing of the above auditor 

participants. [13]  

The initial step to the ranking is selection of cloud 

services as the services are involved with multi criteria 

attributes. The work contributes in this paper about multi-

criteria decision, comparative study among them, and 

selection techniques for different services in different 

perspectives. Provisioning of services to the client demand 

and requests enable the client to judge correct service 

provider. Here the method of multi criteria decision was 

braked into two methods one is out ranking which purely 

decides on page wise comparison, and the second method is 

utility theory on multiple attributes. Analytical hierarchy 

process is a best using technique in most of the multi criteria 

analysis as it is a hierarchical structure nodes are different 

criteria's and root is the goal. The drawbacks in ANP 

process was corrected in analytical network process. Topsis 

method shows synchronization of similarity to an ideal 

solution, where positive and negative solutions are 

calculated. There are other methods electric and its variants, 

promethee method, dematel method for analysing Complex 

factors, grey relational analysis a right technique based on 

data, vikor method is used for sorting and ranking, fuzzy 

methods for resolving uncertainty , goal programming for 

optimal conclusion, DEA method for observations finding 

and evaluation.[14] 

The success path of the client integrate Quality of service 

attributes selection and 

utilisation of products given 

by the service provider.  
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The reference role in this script delivers in identification 

of correct quality of service attributes involves with the 

qualification of Cloud Service Provider, decision of cloud 

sourcing and selection of Cloud Service Provider. A deep 

study on selection criteria attribute undertake decision 

making of Cloud Service, public cloud user, sequence cloud 

user, persons from different organisations with the different 

portfolios. Dynamic changes in cloud computing 

environment exhibits and important practical changes in 

quality of service on the category of protection of data, 

value creation end product uncertainty. Here the quality of 

service attributes is iterated and finally ranked. The 

description process of quality of services was assigned to the 

professional and researcher. [15] 

There is an existence of quality of service and quantity of 

service undertakes service measurements of different cloud 

products in cloud computing paradigm. Many of the quality 

of service attributes have the combination of qualitative and 

quantitative, example of these attributes agility, performance 

and usability etc. Quantitative attribute are measurable they 

are response time, availability etc. This paper focus done 

different heterogeneous similarity techniques euclidean, 

standard deviation, normalised euclidean.[16] 

The linkage agreement of a client in cloud computing 

platform towards service provider is guided by SLA. The 

concept of over provisioning and under provisioning of 

resources depends on the mutual consent of the client in 

service provider. The paper focuses on quality of service 

metrics and it sub attributes for example response time, 

throughput of the service, rate of data transfer, latency, and 

processing time are involved with performance. Timeliness, 

resilience, reliability, scalability, elasticity, and availability 

involves with dependability. Each metric is formulated with 

values and comparison of load balancing algorithm was 

tabulated for convenient comparison. A table with the 

different cloud monitoring tools and their properties are 

analysed example tools are cloudwatch, aneka, cloud status, 

cloudkick and nimsoft.[17] 

IV. TABULAR AND PICTORIAL 

REPRESENTATION OF NOVEL RESULTS 

Graph. 1 Pictorial representation of Ranking of Service 

Provider feasibility with percentage related to research 

 

The above diagram was pictured about the feasibility of 

ranking by basing of the encountered research scripts for our 

survey each paper is weighted with optimistic value of 40 or 

60 or 80 for 100%.

Table. 1 Represent the Methods / Approaches used and their highlights with Ranking Possibilities 

Sc No. Approaches  & Methods used 

As per the References Order 

Highlights of Methods used Possibility of  

Ranking 

(Applicable) 

(Good)(Best) 

1 Theoretical frame work 

Paper [2] 

Importance of cloud broker for 

monitoring 

Applicable 

2 Trust estimation with fuzzy approach 

Paper [3] 

Importance given to Trust model Good  

3 Greedy approach and filtering approach for 

ranking Paper [4] 

Importance of cloud broker and 

gathered risks 

Best 

4 Cloud hierarchal engine for comparison of 

products Paper [5] 

Different cloud products and 

different perspectives 

Applicable  

5 k-means clustering using AI Paper [6] Involvement of cloud broker Best 

6 Heuristic algorithms and analytical theory 

process Paper [7] 

Broker based architecture Good 

7 Reputation of service provider basing attributes, 

and ranking using logs and trasactions 

Paper [9] 

Involvement of hardware and 

software coordination more 

Applicable 

8 Ahp method for ranking and differentiation of 

functional and non functional reqts. 

Paper [10] 

A little ambiguity in differentiation 

of requirements 

Good 
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9 Reviewing technique and weighted calculation 

model Paper [11] 

Checking exact ID of reviewers Best 

10 Multicriteria methods based on sla and cloud 

auditor Paper [12] 

Usage of network attributes uplink, 

downlink and latency 

Best 

11 Fuzzy logic mechanism and the concept of 

internal and external auditor Paper [13] 

Strong support to the ambiguity 

client 

Best 

12 Multicriteria decision making techniques for 

comparison Paper [14] 

Good novel baseline may also 

implement for real time 

Applicable 

13 Theoretical study based on professional and 

researcher Paper [15] 

Good novel Baseline may also 

implement using some tools 

Applicable 

14 Heterogeneous similarity techniques 

Paper [16] 

Complexity araises in differentiation 

of quality and quantitative attributes 

Good 

15 Formulizing service metrics 

Paper [17] 

To check over provisioning and 

under provisioning of resources 

Good 

Form the above table it is very clear about the methods 

involved and their highlight and also closely checked where 

these research scripts may be used for ranking or not. 

Among these papers best option was awarded for five papers  

good option was awarded for five papers and remaining are 

left with the rank of applicable depending upon many 

criteria factors. 

Table. 2 Represent the Methods / Approaches used and their highlights with Ranking Possibilities 

Sc 

No. 

Approaches  &  

Methods used 

As per the References Order 

Complexity analysis 

of Methods used 

(High ) (Low) (Medium) 

1 Theoretical frame work Paper [2] Complexity involves Low as the involvement of 

monitoring broker 

2 Trust estimation with fuzzy approach Paper [3] Complexity involves Medium as the research paper 

stress only on trust. 

3 Greedy approach and filtering approach for ranking 

Paper [4] 

Complexity involves Low as the cloud broker is 

covered with risk analysis 

4 Cloud hierarchal engine for comparison of products 

Paper [5] 

Complexity involves High as the heterogeneous of 

cloud products involved. 

5 k-means clustering using AI Paper [6] Complexity involves Low as the broker involves 

using AI. 

6 Heuristic algorithms and analytical theory process 

Paper [7] 

Complexity involves Medium as this is an 

architecture defined. 

7 Reputation of service provider basing attributes, and 

ranking using logs and transactions Paper [9] 

Complexity involves High as the coordination of 

h/w and s/w important with time 

8 Ahp method for ranking and differentiation of functional 

and non functional reqts. Paper [10] 

Complexity involves Medium where ranking with 

analytical process. 

9 Reviewing technique and weighted calculation model 

Paper [11] 

Complexity involves Low as the only isolation 

technique reviewing is used. 

10 Multicriteria methods based on sla and cloud auditor 

Paper [12] 

Complexity involves Low as the cloud auditor 

monitors the sla’s 

11 Fuzzy logic mechanism and the concept of internal and 

external auditor Paper [13] 

Complexity involves High as there should be 

coordination of internal and external auditor 

12 Multicriteria decision making techniques for comparison 

Paper [14] 

Complexity involves High as it come true in real-

time 

13 Theoretical study based on professional and researcher 

Paper [15] 

Complexity involves High due to the lagging of 

tools  

14 Heterogeneous similarity techniques Paper [16] Complexity arises Medium in differentiation of 

quality and quantitative attributes.  

15 Formulizing service metrics Paper [17] Complexity involves Medium in provisioning of 

resources 

From the above table 2 the complexity of the methods 

involved for each research paper was weighted with low 

medium and high factors. The complexity of low was 

gained by five papers, complexity of medium gained by 

five papers and remained are termed as high.  
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The deep study of our main objective problem we came 

to understand that there are no perfect particular 

technique involves for ranking of cloud service provider.  

More ever the objective was dimensioned as a secondary 

issue. The narrowing of this issue exhibits and strikes the 

economic and performance scale of the client utilization 

of resources from the provider. 

 

Graph. 2 Represents the Perusal Inspection of CSP 

Attributes on Pseudo Performance Scale 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Fairy conclusion is that, the ambiguity in ranking cloud 

service providers is really unstable if no technique or 

method employed on service provider to measure. The 

situation is that we cannot say a particular technique gives 

unambiguous solution in ranking of provider, because this 

cloud computing paradigm involved with heterogeneous 

dynamic attributes. Taking the above research ideas each 

idea has positive and negative traits depends on the 

situational bounds of time, input attributes and cost 

factors. With these research ideas we want to implement 

some customized algorithms taking few input attributes 

related to ranking and also using neural networks. We 

may also use Meta heuristic algorithms to rank the service 

provider but the result may not be approximation at all 

the instances. 
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